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The Relevance of Clinical Biomechanics

Does biomechanics matter? Moreover, how do the frequently reported positive biomechanical studies results compare with the clinical outcomes? This is a question whose answer appears to change over time. Often at the outset of a new spinal technology with carefully controlled release conditions including careful patient selection through strict inclusion criteria, the clinical outcomes tend to be positive. As the technology undergoes a more widespread release, the long term outcomes often do not remain as positive as the early outcomes. Additionally, newly treated patients may not experience any of the outcomes nor subsequent benefits at the same follow up time points as reported by the study patients. Yet, throughout the products cycle, the fundamental biomechanical results are often consistent even with multiple independent biomechanical studies. With the constant release of new technologies comes a constant influx of new data, and given the plethora of overwhelming positive biomechanical results that are often reported, it is difficult to understand which results are clinically relevant if any at all. Further clarification and understanding of reported biomechanical data is necessary in order for biomechanics to remain clinically relevant.

Many metrics may be used to gage the biomechanical performance of an implant or treatment. Historical evidence of biomechanics having a meaningful clinical impact is abundant. However, there exist incidences of biomechanical results being misinterpreted. Ramifications range from having device designs that are insufficiently robust to suboptimal clinical treatments. Recent examples related to the spine include devices that are not approved by regulatory agencies and catastrophic implant failures of posterior lumbar dynamic systems in patients. Starting with basic anatomy, communication between biomechanicians and the clinical spine specialist must be as clear and easily understood as possible.

The human spine is made up of 22 vertebrae and is classified into three distinct segments—the cervical spine, the thoracic spine, and the lumbar spine. Both the cervical and lumbar spines are lordotically contoured in the sagittal plane, whereas the thoracic spine is naturally kyphotic. Spinal implant technologies and associated surgical techniques may involve single or multiple vertebrae. Under normal conditions, the individual vertebrae work in conjunction with adjacent vertebrae. The simplest grouping of vertebrae that can register relative spinal motion is referred to as the functional spinal unit (FSU). An FSU consists of two adjacent vertebrae and the associated osteoligamentous structures. Biomechanical studies involve either individual, or a collection of FSUs or even segments. Particular importance has been focused on the three segments often treated as separate structures. However, as segmental junction issues arise clinically including at the cervicothoracic and thoracolumbar junctions, revisiting biomechani-
cal testing strategies may be warranted. Recently, the occipitocervical and lumbosacral as well as the sacroiliac joint have also become popular study topics.

Early studies comparing the effectiveness of fixation devices, e.g., rigid rod based pedicle screws compared to wired rods, have helped technologies achieve mainstream acceptance. Through the appropriate metric, often the range of motion (ROM) of the FSU, fixation technologies have been justified through biomechanical benchtop studies for validation as a clinical treatment. A reduction in ROM in biomechanical studies served as sufficient validation for clinical use when evaluating early fixation techniques. In the modern era, the value of biomechanical results increases when correlated to the clinical outcomes and since the results of the biomechanical studies are applicable to controlled and specific test conditions, a greater emphasis should be placed on the breadth of applicability. Moreover, the ability to detect differences between treatments should be a primary focus to differentiate products with the same clinically labeled indication. Methods to increase the utility of the benchtop biomechanical studies should focus on broader conditions for clinical generalizations and the necessary sensitivity to detect device specific differences. This would strengthen biomechanical considerations and allow for earlier involvement in the design phase and consequently, more integral to the overall design process.

Often, finite element modeling (FEM), in vitro benchtop testing and animal studies are included in the body of knowledge contributing to useful predictions in clinical outcomes. It is the repeatability coupled with the relative ease of use that makes FEM a meaningful part of the design process. Whether it is the results related to strain on an implant design or the gross displacement on instrumented validated FSU model, FEM provides a means to rapidly compare design iterations and the potential ramifications associated with each design on a standardized virtual model. The sophistication of these models has steadily increased as material properties associated with FSUs become more detailed and computational power increases. Further improvements in this area should consider musculature effects as well as whole body alignment.

Pure moment based test protocols recommended by Manohar Panjabi have become a de facto means to validate FEM FSUs and also the de facto standard in biomechanical cadaveric testing of the treated FSU when comparing to the pathologic spine. Due to the interlaboratory reliability, pure moment testing is a significant advancement from other biomechanical tests such as the four point bend test and a major factor in the wide spread acceptance of flexibility protocols. However, by design and due to the lack of shear, biomechanical pure moment tests may not perfectly model physiologic bending. It remains an excellent comparative test protocol and one that can be repeated in other independent labs. As previously stated, clinical dynamic radiographic exams have been reported for clinical subjects utilizing the same ROM metric. Advancements through semi-automated computer recognition in dynamic motion analysis or improved differentials between asymptomatic and symptomatic vertebrae, clinical imaging studies have relied on biomechanical principles in assisting physicians and biomechanicians understand the similarities and differences between cadaveric benchtop tests and patient outcomes. In order to be clinically predictive for patient outcomes, the assumptions made in biomechanical pure moment tests related to the minimization of shear needs to be understood relative to the context of human subject bending.

Animal models have served as precursors to human clinical evaluations of new technologies. The physiologic response, from the cellular to the functional response in large animals, predicts some of the potential human clinical effects through the correct study design. With the appropriate models, a number of new materials including titanium alloys, surface treated metals, and coated polymers have been tested for biocompatibility in a long bone animal model. Many different models have proven suitable for such biocompatibility purposes. Functional models that incorporate both the bone-implant interface response as well as implanted functional responses of the FSU have also been used. In the cervical spine, ovine and caprine animal models have validated cervical technologies including cervical total disc replacements.
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For lumbar models, porcine models are prevalent and non-human primate models are considered. In functional testing of these devices, it is important to evaluate not only the bone implant interface over an extended period of time but it also affords insight into potentially catastrophic failure modes of the new technologies.

The use of appropriate biomechanical metrics should be applied to three distinct clinically relevant areas. The future of the field should significantly contribute to the advancement of spinal diagnostics, new implant technology innovation and evaluation of clinical effectiveness. In many ways the diagnosis and functional outcomes rely on the same radiographic parameters. As such, biomechanical considerations and technological advancements may continue to contribute not only in the assessment of normal and pathologic conditions but also the outcomes immediately post operatively and at numerous clinical milestones. These considerations depend on the static geometrical relationships of the anatomy, e.g. sagittal balance, pelvic incidence, or sacral slope. When motion is expressed, both clinically relevant and benchtop cadaveric tests report results in a planar two dimensional metric, most often ROM. Future advances, particularly related to detecting differences between new technologies, will require metrics to supplement ROM.

The importance of predicting device failure in benchtop in vitro biomechanical studies must also be given sufficient emphasis. Biomechanical research has advanced to the point where failure of devices should be detected prior to the implantation in patients. Devices benefit patients from biomechanical characteristics that perform as the design was intended. For example, fixation devices need to limit motion and stiffen the FSU after implantation. These results are definable in cadaveric testing and similar results can be found in animal studies. Related to fusion devices, once arthrodesis is achieved, the implant becomes obsolete. For motion preservation devices including total disc replacements the endpoint may be different. The device is expected to perform in conjunction with the remaining osteoligamentous structures for potentially a much longer period of time. As such, the biomechanical performance of motion preservation devices behaves differently than that of fixation devices and requires accurate biomechanical characterization. The ability to detect statistically significant differences between the intact, pathologic and treated conditions has been well established in the published literature for fixation devices. Detecting these differences between motion preservation devices has not been as straightforward and may require additional acceptance criteria along with the appropriate metrics for evaluation. For newer technologies, one criterion is still to provide stability while additional criterion, depending on the design intent, is to perform in a specific manner. Currently, these acceptance criteria are not well defined. Test protocols that incorporate multi modal testing and or combined mode testing have been and should be further explored. Metrics such as interpedicular travel (IPT) or interpedicular displacement (ID), have been suggested and are necessary to accurately characterize the performance of a device, particularly newer technologies found in motion preservation devices.

Clearly, spinal technologies have benefitted and will continue to benefit from clinically relevant biomechanics. Early incorporation of biomechanical studies with the appropriate metrics should provide guidance on the efficacy of technology for physician triage in the clinical management of spinal patients. As failed technologies for spinal treatment, particularly related to lumbar implant designs, further consideration should be given for meaningful preclinical data. The studies and techniques that are included in this issue are examples of current clinically relevant biomechanical studies.
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